
Highfield West Constituency

Education is not a privilege society grants children, it’s a duty 
that society fulfils, Hon. Simon Hove has said.
 
As a result of this, five schools in Highfield West constituency 
benefited from the Constituency Development Fund (CDF) 
this year.  The MP, with the help of the local councillors, Peter 
Marange and Maxwell Katsande, Senator Rorana Dandajena 
and the parents, identified a greater need in the schools.
 
“We need to promote all the children’s participation in 
classroom processes, on discipline issues and at all platforms 
that assist us in building future leaders,” he said.
 
At Glen Norah 7 Council Primary School, 327 chairs were 
bought to ease the furniture problem that was perennial at the 
school.

The deputy headmistress, Mrs Thandiwe Matiki said the 
furniture situation was so bad such that for the early childhood 
development class, they had to ask parents to bring chairs for 
their children.
 
“At least now most classes are fully furnished. As 
you can see, we managed to furnish the grades one 
and seven classes fully. We are still battling with the 
situation, but it has been eased by the generous donation 
through the CDF. Now we are working on ensuring that 
the damaged chairs are repaired,” said Mrs Matiki.
 
At Zuvarabuda Primary School, 20 desktop computers and 
textbooks were bought to assist the teachers and students with 
enough learning materials.
 
Mr Daniel Katehwe, the head of the school said the school was 
now in the process of turning the domestic science block into a 
computer room so that students begin using computers.
 
“We provided a number of requests, but computers were 
a main priority. Now that we have them, we are renovating 
the domestic science classroom to make it the computer 
lab. We want to move with the advancing world so that 
our pupils are conversant with the technology of today. We 
are happy with what we received, though we still look out 
for more,” he said.
 
At Kwayedza High School, MP Hove managed to give the 
school 200 chairs and seven subjects by 50 textbooks for the 
students.
 
Mr Colance Madziro, the school deputy head said they were 
grateful at the donation as it covered a huge gap in the school.
 
“The textbooks have helped in terms of supervision 
of a subject because all the students have access to 
these books. The major subjects have been covered by 
these books – two different sets for English, Maths, 
Integrated Science, Shona, Geography, History,” he 
said.
 
Mr Madziro said the furniture came in handy as the rate of 
destruction is higher than the rate of replacement.
 
“Without enough furniture, it means students are constantly 
carrying chair from one classroom to the next, and this affect 
the condition of chairs and desks in the school,” he said. 
In the middle of the classroom blocks was a heap of furniture 
that needed repairs. He said if the CDF would come in once 
again and get the furniture repaired, then the school would 
have at least mitigated the furniture challenge in the interim.
 
“We will be happy if those chairs are fixed,” he sad.
 
The MP asked the school to get quotations to get the furniture 
fixed so that they can look at the remaining funds to see if they 
can help.
 

Mr Olive Nyanhete of Kudzanai Primary School said they 
were elated to receive a risograph which now assists them in 
doing bulk photocopying, 100 benches and 100 desks.
 
“The MP did his work and brought everything we had asked 
for. Now, our classrooms look neat with the new furniture and 
we are able to ensure examination papers are ready on time as 
we now have a heavy duty photocopier,” he said.
 
At Rusvingo Primary School, a pavement was done as there 
was so much mud in the school yard during the rainy season.
 
“The school administration area was bad especially during the 
rainy season. From the gate, children would not be able to pass 
through, so the school head requested that we construct a driveway 
for them which we did and the area looks better,” said Hon. Hove. 

All the projects in his constituency cost US$ 37 584.83.
 
“More work needs to be done. It is just difficult to use the 
limited resources to cover all projects that are needed, but yes, 
we continue to look at areas of immediate need, then we are 
able to put in something,” Hon. Hove said.
 
Residents said they were happy that their children were made 
a priority.
 

“I am happy. My child is at Kwayedza High School, and at 
least we were not asked to buy text books this time as the 
MP had already done so for us. I am happy that something 
has been done, though we would love and appreciate it if 
the MP would extend similar developmental projects to the 
communities as well,” said Amai Nothando of Glen Norah 
A.
 
Hon. Hove said there is need to look at other areas, which will 
be a priority if more funds are made available.
 
“We want to repair tower lights to reduce muggings 
within the community, we want to sink water wells to 
augment and guarantee clean water supplies within 
the constituency and to rehabilitate the basketball and 
netball courts at Glen Norah Hall, and soccer pitches 
in Glen Norah and Zororo Centre to enhance the community’s 
sporting profile especially amongst the youths,” he said.
 
I am happy that the constituency is happy. One can not be 
happier to feel they are serving the people who mandated you 
to hold a position of leadership. I believe that true leadership 
can only take place when one is driven by the desire to serve 
more than anything else,” said Hon. Hove.

Hon Simon Hove, MP
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The pavement at Rusvingo Primary School. Hon Hove speaks to the school head, Mr Olive Nyanhete of Kudzanai Primary School


